
EFFECTIVE  
SOLUTION WITH  
INNOVATION  
AND CARE

Get Competitive Advantage  
in Your Industry Through



In today’s fast-paced and modern business, it is essential to manage and control each 
company’s  business unit to achieve high productivity and maximise profitability. At Synergix, 
we aim to provide our customers with a highly integrated system with progressive 
innovation and development of our services. This innovative mindset is one of the reasons 
why we are the leading web—based ERP software vendor for small and medium-sized 
enterprises (SME).

Synergix Technologies

Founded in 1990, our company grew to become the market leader in enterprise  
software and services. The company is operated by a stronghold team of 150 (and 
growing yearly) employees dedicated under Research and Development - to drive  
innovation, Business Consultancy - to provide efficient solutions, Marketing - to  
boost relationships with our customers, Project Consultancy - to deliver solutions and  
Solution Support - to provide continuous aid and maintenance. We have branches  
in Singapore (HQ), Vietnam and the Philippines, and more than 600 customers’  
implementation experience in Singapore and across South East Asia.



About Synergix

Local Brand with Global Applications

Synergix Technologies is Singapore’s leader in enterprise solution and software service, priding  
itself as one of the largest local and principal system developers for Small and Medium-sized  
companies. Founded in 1990 by Mr. Koh Yang Uei, Synergix Technologies grew from a small  
accounting venture to the development of a fully integrated ERP system. Consisting of 25  
(and increasing) modules, Synergix ERP Software has proven itself to have comprehensive 
applications in various industries.

• Building & Construction
• Manufacturing
• Engineering

• Marine Offshore
• Oil & Gas
• Design & Architecture

• Trading & Distribution
• Rental
• Contract & Service

Quick Company Facts
• Singapore’s largest local and  

principal developer

• More than 600 customers  
across South East Asia

• More than 150 (and growing  
yearly) employees in three  
countries

• Most experienced in the  
market through more than  
33 years of innovation and  
care

• A consistent increase in  
annual revenue to continue  
grow with our customers

As the principal developer of the system, our greatest strength lies in our ability to deliver  
customisable solutions that ensure no compromise on future system versions. Synergix  
ensures that our customers are brought forth the right solutions while staying at the forefront  
of software technology through our vast available features and product innovations.

Through more than 33 years of innovation and service, Synergix has 600 (and growing)  
number of customers under its belt ranging from SMEs to MNCs. Through the support of our 
customers, Synergix ERP solution today is used beyond the shores of Singapore, further 
propelling our regional presence.



Synergix ERP Software is a highly integrated business management solution designed to 
improve the efficiency across your business functions by serving as a gateway to improve 
collaboration, responsiveness and decision making process.

All Your Needs in One Solution

Comprising of 25 (and increasing) modules  
including Sales, Procurement, Inventory,  
Logistics, Customer Relationship Management,  
Financial, Project Costing, Payroll among a 
few, Synergix ERP software is currently the 
most extensive software in the Singapore 
market. Choose the software that can cater 
to all your needs - Synergix ERP solution.

We Grow as You Grow

With the flexibility to be run web-based or  
internally, Synergix ERP software is 
adaptable to the growing global needs and 
coordination of your company. The system 
has been tested and rolled out regionally and 
is flexible to run in various devices and 
platforms as your company explores through 
various channels  in the business.

Catering to Your Special Requirements is  
Our Strength

With Synergix ERP software’s continuous 
revamping and monthly upgrades, the 
system is ready to cope with the changing 
requirements of your company.
One Solution for Various Applications  

Through years of development, Synergix ERP
system is able to cater to a wide range of 
industries Construction, Marine Offshore, 
Oil & Gas, Engineering, Manufacturing, 
Trading & Distribution, Service, etc.
We Guarantee a Wholesome Experience  

Not only do we provide sophistication in  
our software solution but we also provide
hardware and maintenance services which  
reduce the needed effort for you when it  
comes to contacting multiple vendors.

Everything You Need in One Platform 
Synergix ERP Software – an Overview



Project Solution

Leave No Cost Untracked while Maximising Profit Margins

Provide exceptional and profitable proposals with our Synergix ERP Project Solution Suite  
that is targeted for project-based operations in Construction, Marine, Engineering, Service  
and Design industries. The suite covers the successful implementation of your project from 
proposal writing, budgeting and costing and tracking of expenditures. Leave no cost  
unaccounted as the system can cater for manpower costs (linked with our TMS), material  
costs, subcon costs and miscellaneous costs. Features include project variations, stock  
reservation for projects; alert when budget variance is reached and multiple ways of cost/  
revenue recognition.

• Project Quotation  
Management

• Project Cost Tracking

• Subcon Award &  
Certification

• Customer Claim &  
Certification

• Logistics & Inventory  
Management

• Accounting & TMS  
Linkage

Synergix ERP software is also the only software in Singapore that supports customer 
progressive claim  and billing, subcon progressive claim and billing and retention tracking 
while confirming to  the accounting standard of revenue and cost recognition. With the 
solution, higher success  rate in project proposals, complete control with project costs that 
operate within budget,  better allocation of employees, higher revenues and a smoother 
execution of projects.



Maintenance Contract Solution

Monitor and Enhance your Contract Delivery

Don’t miss opportunity by maintaining all your customer contract information and overseeing  
throughout the whole contract life cycle with Synergix ERP Maintenance Contract Solution  
Suite. The system supports a flexible billing schedule to ensure that customers are correctly  
billed while revenue recognition can be pro-rated through different frequencies. With the  
system, salespersons can avoid potential revenue loss through a central repository to record  
all maintenance services performed and clear indication of billing agreement. Features include  
tracking of contract amendments, alert system for expiring contracts, refunding, revenue  
accrual, monitoring of inventory items dispatched and flexible billing choices.

• Contract Quotations
• Contract Delivery Management
• Contract Usage Management
• Contract Billing
• Warranty Management
• Servicing Management
• Accounts

Additional Modules such as Warranty and Servicing (with manpower scheduling,  
performance recording and billing) are also available. With the solution, full contract 
accountability and oversight is assured which results in higher revenue and increased 
transparency in the transactions.



Manufacturing Solution

Keep the Production Rolling with Dynamic Planning and Allocation

Meet increasing and highly complex fabricated customer product demands with Synergix
Manufacturing Solution Suite. The system is catered to a wide variety of companies  from 
small and simple production processes to larger and more complex fabrication works. We  
will guide the whole manufacturing process from the point sales are created, to production  
planning, work order and until the products are delivered to customers. Features include  
multi-level BOM, sales forecast tied to production planning, auto and manual planning  
(through stock allocation or purchase) of resources, calendar view and planning of machines  
and rework.

• Sales Management
• Purchase Management
• Material Requirement Planning
• Machine Capacity Planning
• Work Order Management
• Logistics and Inventory Management
• Accounts

Additional modules such as Adhoc Production for simpler fabrication works, Quality  
Assurance & Quality Control and Barcode/RFID Integration are also offered. With the  
solution, resource utilisation is optimised, throughput can be increased, downtime  
and production delays are minimised and an overall reduction in cost overruns are  
guaranteed.



Customer Relationship Management

Attract, Nurture and Seal the Deal with Your Prospects

Attain better business outcomes by attracting, nurturing and sealing transactions with your  
business prospects. The modules let you view critical customer data and allow recording  of 
opportunities for multiple product lines whereby you can categorise sales pipeline for 
different product lines for an improved analysis of sales projections.

Keep every action recorded as the system caters to updating of sales activities done and  
follow-up actions suggested which not only help the current salesperson in decision making  
but also in future project handovers. Have a wholesome visibility of the opportunity by 
capturing competitor information and using this to build on your sales. Furthermore, the  
system aids in monitoring the probability of closing deals which provides clearer visibility of  
expected profit.

• Customer Relationship Management
• Projected Revenue Management

With information right at your fingertips and with integration of your sales, marketing 
and customer services, your company is able to close deals quicker, build lasting 
relationships and yield to more result-oriented and profitable business operations.



Financial Management

Get Ahead through Efficient Financial Management

Synergix ERP system’s powerful financial management tools aid your company to 
efficiently manage your finances and remain compliant with IRAS regulations. 
Rationalise your  financial views by gathering a segmented analysis for each of your 
business units. Alert your finance controller and salesperson should any order be 
generated to ensure  uncompromised cash inflow. Eliminate tedious and time consuming 
consolidation of  financial statements through the system. Other features include multi-
currency capability,  tax reporting tools, management of fiscal periods, contra entries, 
interbank transfer and  cheque printing.

• General Ledger
• Accounts Payable

• Accounts Receivable
• Fixed Assets

• Bank Book
• Financial Report Writer

With Synergix ERP software’s integrated platform, the financial data captured provides a 
transparent perspective of your company’s financial standpoint which aids in strong 
management  decisions and a boost of your company in the midst of market competition.

Trading and Distribution Solution

Improve Your Market Standpoint and Meet Customer Demands

Deliver impeccable products and services through your distribution business with the aid  
of Synergix ERP Trading and Distribution Solution Suite. The suite offers an extensive 
range of modules that will aid in the smooth execution of the company’s operations 
including sourcing, stocking, selling and analysing of products and transactions. Features 
include on-screen viewership of historical sales and purchase records, auto pulling of product 
price, stock reservation tracking, back to back order, barcode scanning, multi shipment, and 
streamlined  approval (by SBU, value, margin, hierarchy).

• Sales Management
• Purchase Management
• Logistics and Inventory Management
• Accounting

• Offline Mobile Sales
• Warranty Management
• Servicing Management

Add-on modules such as Offline Mobile Sales that allows salesperson to collect sales  
orders using phones/tablets through an app offline and auto sync to the company’s system  
records. Likewise, increase response efficiency and meet customer expectations through  
our Warranty and Servicing modules that support service enquiry calls where the receiver  
can check all previous transactions under the product tracked with serial number. With the  
solution, the supply chain from supplier sourcing, purchasing up to delivery is optimised  
resulting in increased customer satisfaction and higher cashflow.



Human Resource Management

Manage Your Human Resources Efficiently

Synergix ERP Human Resources Management System aids the company in managing 
human resource through e-timesheet with biometric integration, payroll and e-leave 
management. From a range of TMS Devices (such as fingerprint, iris scanning, facial scanning), 
the company will be able to record employee’s clock in and out which can be used for more 
accurate  manpower allocation and costs charged to projects. Furthermore, Synergix ERP 
Software is compliant of CPF and IR8A regulations, and allows the company to maintain 
employee payroll, extract CPF and tax forms, print payslips and generate reports. Lastly, 
enforce privacy through independent leave application and viewership, while improving 
turnover time through approval with email notification. The system will let employees access 
and track their leave  (annual, medical, unpaid etc), as well as cater for any claims they have.

Synergix ERP Human Resource Management System helps your company to  
properly track and allocate manpower costs and streamline the payroll system all  
while reducing paperwork and mundane effort.

• Timesheet with Biometrics
• Payroll Management
• E-leave Management
• Staff Appraisal
• e-Recruitment
• Training Management



Business Intelligence

Make the Right Decisions with Reliable Information

Process a handful of information into meaningful reports that your managers can tap on to  
make the right decisions based on reliable information. Synergix ERP Business Intelligence 
helps you access and analyse the real time information from all transactions in your system to  
provide accurate information and generate reports. With simple drag and drop of information,  
managers can create a customised report tailored for the specific format and need of the  
manager. Present these information in multiple ways through tables, charts, graphs and 
cross  charts. In addition, the tool can be used to schedule sending of the reports through 
email.

Synergix ERP Business Intelligence with personalised dashboard capability results in a  
quicker, relevant and well deliberated decision making which results in lesser cost and higher  
productivity in your company.

• Report Writing Tool • Auto Scheduling of Report Generation



www.synergixtech.com

Singapore Headquarter

2 International Park #07-05/06 

The Strategy Tower 1,     

Singapore 609930

Tel : +65 6664 3030

Fax : +65 6275 5335
Email: marketing@synergixtech.com

Hanoi Office

C Tower, Central Point Building,

219 Trung Kinh Street, Yen Hoa 

Commune, Cau Giay District, Ha 

Noi Capital, Vietnam

Cebu Office

14F Office 8A, ACC Tower, 

Bohol Ave, Cebu Business 

Park Cebu City, Philippines 

6000

http://www.synergixtech.com/
mailto:marketing@synergixtech.com
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